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To Manipulate or to Free?

Over thirty years ago Erich Fromm lamented that the great discoveries of psychology and
psychoanalysis, which should be marvelous gifts toward human self-knowledge, have instead
become destructive tools for human manipulation.* The quest to “know thyself” has become the
quest to know the customer and the employee—indeed, everybody—in order to maximize our
advantage.

Such manipulation bastardizes language. Words, which really are our most wondrous and
most thoroughly human way of reaching out and touching one another, are used against us,
maneuvering us to “reach out and touch someone” in a particular way—for a price. Words reach
out to control us; they bombard us with trivialities. Words, the vehicles of thought, are used to
prevent thought, erasing silence and reflection, destroying meaning. And so to maintain sanity we
need to find ways to tune words out—what a terrifying sign of the abuse of creation’s gifts! It is
no accident that it is the witches in Macbeth who cackle, “Fair is foul, and foul is fair.” Language
and truth hang together; to confuse one is to confuse the other, and it is an evil enterprise. But it
is not only Madison Avenue which has learned how to turn words against human freedom and
creative expression. People in the church have also been eager pupils in this school. What
happens then when words—so rich, so important, so human, so simple they can be means of
grace, lending their name to the Word Incarnate—what happens when words become distorted
and trivialized in the church’s usage? Who will listen? Who should? Or, if some do, with what
are they fed?

We think about “Church Talk” in this issue. No doubt slogans and shibboleths have a
proper place in the scope of human speech. They might simplify issues, rally the forces, and
identify the group. But they might also keep the outsiders out (or try to manipulate them in) and
prevent thought among those within—even in the church.

God creates through speech; God enters into human affairs through speech. A church
which seeks to bear witness to such a God will mind its tongue; it will take care to keep its
speech clear and true; it will use words not to manipulate but to set free. The thematic articles in
this issue explore how we talk to one another and what we mean by what we say.

To open the issue, Douglas John Hall continues our tenth anniversary series of essays
reflecting on “Theology for Christian Ministry.” In a candid personal statement, Hall steers a
course between sterile academic theology and zealous partisan theology toward a theology which
embraces Scripture and the cross to bring truth to the world and life to the church.

Lee Snook contributes to the Perspectives section with a response to the Evangelical
Lutheran Church in America’s proposed vision of ecumenism. snook calls for a new direction in
the ecumenical conversation—one which would be more open and more imaginative than that
which he finds presented in the ELCA’s document.

*Erich Fromm, “The Limits and Dangers of Psychology,” in Religion and Culture: Essays in Honor of



Paul Tillich, ed. Walter Leibrecht (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1959) 31-36.
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Beginning to address the theme of this issue directly, Martin A. Mohr, who teaches English and
cares about it deeply, offers a Perspectives piece about how the control of the terms of discourse
shapes the outcome of a debate. He applies his argument to current discussions in the ELCA, but
these concerns extend well beyond Lutheran boundaries.

Rodney Hutton does a careful analysis of “sloganeering” in the time of Jeremiah and
suggests that slogans serve as a way for people to control a crisis by providing meaning. His
observation that people of ancient Israel were able to coin slogans which were in diametrical
opposition to one another invites us to think anew about the relation between meaning and truth.

Gracia Grindal brings us into her homiletics classroom where we overhear her passion
for good preaching. As a poet, she cares about eloquence; as a theologian, she cares about truth;
as a preacher she wants to see them wed.

“The ministry is a ‘caring profession’ in which people often suffer ‘burnout.”’ The
widespread use of the two shibboleths in that sentence provides the occasion for Stanley
Hauerwas and William Willimon to reexamine the nature of Christian ministry. They argue that,
properly understood, Christian ministry is not primarily about care and compassion, which are
drained from ministers in their practice; ministry is an inherently energizing activity (professing
God and God’s people) which lives from the support of the Christian community.

Christians talk about being “dead” to sin and “alive” in Christ. Is this an embarrassing bit
of hyperbole or does it mean real life and real death? Ned Wisnefske explores these questions in
an essay which examines how language works with this most fundamental issue of Christian
faith. “Liberation” and “love” appear often in church talk these days. What do these words mean?
Is this mere jargon? Charles Kammer hopes not. His helpful essay shows how liberation theology
redefines Christian love and how love tempers liberation ideology.

The Resources section begins with the two evangelical bishops of Berlin-Brandenburg,
Martin Kruse (West Berlin) and Gottfried Forck (East Berlin), speaking Face to Face on the role
of the church in the recent transformation of the German social and political scene. Their timely
essays, commissioned by Word & World after the collapse of the wall, bear firsthand testimony to
the power of the gospel even in this amazingly complex and dangerous world. The section
continues with two articles whose authors read literature—contemporary and classical—with
theological questions in mind. L. Gregory Jones contributes to the present conversations on
ministry underway in many sectors of the church through his comparison of writings by St.
Ambrose and novelist J. F. Powers. Jones calls the clergy to an office of service rather than
power, one that reflects Christian virtue rather than secular professionalism. Then, a
contemporary production of The Taming of the Shrew causes David Cunningham to think about
the public interpretation of difficult and offensive texts—including scriptural texts. His creative
reflections and his call to focus on Scripture’s clear center—Christ—rather than on the
ambiguities at the periphery will provide a helpful interpretive model for the Christian preacher
and teacher.

In Texts in Context, Peter Samuelson describes Paul’s ethical exhortations in the latter
part of Romans as a call to participate in the dance of righteousness, a dance which demonstrates
in our bodies the way of Christ.
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